Abstract: Searching based testing case generation technology converts the problem of testing case generation to function optimizations, through a tness function, which is usually optimized using heuristic search algorithms. The particle swarm optimization (PSO) optimized testing case generation algorithm tends to lose population diversity of locally optimal solutions with low accuracy of local search. To overcome the above defects, a self-adaptive PSO based software testing case optimization algorithm is proposed. It adjusts the inertia weight dynamically according to the current iteration and average relative speed, to improve the performance of standard PSO. An improved alternating variable method is put forward to accelerate local search speed, which can coordinate both global and local search ability thereby improving the overall generation e ciency of testing cases. The experimental results demonstrate that the approach outlined here keeps higher testing case generation e ciency, and it shows certain advantages in coverage, evolution generation amount and running time when compared to standard PSO and GA-PSO.
Introduction
Software engineering is a subject of Engineering Research on software development and software testing is the key component of software engineering, which directly a ects the development prospects of software engineering. Currently, with the extension of the software scale, traditional software testing methods cannot satisfy actual demand, so automated testing of software becomes the emphasis of research today [1] [2] [3] [4] . The key of automated testing lies in automated generation. Test case means a scienti c organization induction for the activities of software testing, aiming at converting the activities of software testing to manageable modes. Testing case is also veri ed to be an e ective process of quantifying the detailed tests [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Therefore, the research of testing case generation has great signicance on software tests, and on the development of software engineering.
In the eld of testing data autogeneration, there exists representative methods such as the symbolic execution method and random number method based on requirement speci cation, as well as the Korel [10] method etc. Symbolic execution method is often used to generate static testing data and it is not suitable for object-oriented programming. Random number method belongs to dynamic approaches. It generates random number according to the demand. When performing sample testing using a testing case, it can generate testing data with high e ectiveness. The defect of such methods is that it is hard to acquire suitable solution sets for the high constraint test method such as path coverage or branch coverage. Korel is designed for the solution of path coverage of high constraint demand. It can adjust input variables continuously to achieve branch function minimization based on the information of branch functions in running programs. But it will also cause local optimal solution and is able to execute needed path when the initial data is bad. Jones et al. [11] adopts branch coverage criterion to propose a GA-based algorithm for testing case generation. They prove that GA-based testing data has a higher speed than random testing method in triangle classi cation programs. Anand [12] proposes simulated annealing to be implemented on the basic structure of testing generation data and provides empirical evidence for his research. However the algorithm lacks corresponding experiments and analysis. Sadiq [13] adopts variants of integrated learning PSO in structural software testing. It is used in testing for multiple arti cial generation programs that works as testing objects, and is compared to GA, thus verifying the e ectiveness of PSO in software testing case generation. Jee [14] proposes an approximation algorithm like Tracy and he integrates global search to local search in PSO-based testing case generation algorithm. These algorithms also show the defects caused by the disadvantage of PSO, that is, bad local search accuracy and solutions with low quality.
We put emphasis on the searching based generation technologies, and aim at generating the best testing cases with high speed and e ciency, by the analysis and induction of current methods. Then a self-adaptive PSO based testing case generation scheme with optimized local search (SPSOLS) is proposed in this article. According to the actual demand, the dynamic strategy with adaptive adjustment of the inertia weight factor and local research are introduced in this article to balance global and local search of the algorithm, as well as the convergence speed and accuracy. For problems in slow convergence of local extreme rate and oscillation near the extreme value, a local search scheme based on geometrical enhancement is adopted to achieve better speed and performance. Finally the generation model in this article is veri ed with reaped to the indicators of the number of iterations and running time, compared to standard PSO and GA-PSO. The simulation results also show the improved algorithm has advantages in coverage rate and automatic generation e ciency.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The standard PSO algorithm is brie y presented in the next section. Section 3 fully introduces SPSOLS and the whole process of the improved scheme. Simulation and comparison results are provided in section 4. Finally, a conclusion is provided in section 5.
Standard PSO and its implementation
. PSO model PSO [15, 16] is an optimization search technique based on population. It is a new branch of evolutionary computation and the particle swarm can be seen as a simple social system. In PSO, each individual is called a particle and each particle denotes a potential solution, which forms the population set. The particles in searching space in uence each other, exchanging information, to adjust the location and speed of itself and approach to the optimal solution. PSO initialize a group of particles, nding he optimal solution by iteration. During each iteration, the particle updates its speed and location by tracing individual extremum and global extremum. . , p gd } is the optimal value of the population search. During the process of particle optimization, it is crucial to balance the local developing ability and the global detecting ability. For di erent problems the balance of these two abilities are not the same. Therefore, Shi [17] introduces inertia weight in equation 1 and it is revised as
ω, called inertia factor, is a normal number or it may be a linear or nonlinear positive number, with time as a variable. When ω = , equation 3 is changed to equation 1, so PSO with inertia factor is an extended form of standard PSO. ω keeps motion inertia of particle and the ability such as trend of extending search space and explore novel regions. It balances global detecting and local development. Therefore, a suitable value of ω implies the improvement of convergence accuracy and speed, which increases the probability of PSO to nd the global optimal solution.
When ω ≥ , the speed is increased with time and the particle will not change direction towards a good region, leading to population divergence; when < ω < , the particle decelerates and the convergence of the whole population is decided by c and c . To get better global search ability at an early stage, and better local development ability at a later stage, ω is set to undergo linear reduction with the evolution.
. Implementation of PSO algorithm on automatic testing data generation
The problem of automatic testing data generation can be expressed as a function minimization problem. The branches of the program are taken as a function. When we execute the function and approach to a expected location in the code, the function will be expected to reach the desired location of one or more variable values as a parameter of function [18] . As long as a set of input data can be found to achieve the minimum value, they are the requiring input data in need.
Assuming the 324th line in a program contains the condition if (cps≥ ).
The object of use is to ensure the execution of this branch whose condition is true. Therefore we must nd an input to ensure that when the 112th line arrives at a value of variable cps that is greater than or equal to 20. A simple way is to record the value of cps when program comes to 112th line. We use cps to record this value with input data x. Then the branch problem is converted to a function minimization problem, when 112th execution is true:
To nd the expected input data, it is needed to nd a value for x such that f (x) achieves the minimized value, so f (x) indicates the degree that input data approaches the expected result. Generally it is believed that the smaller of f (x) is, the closer of input data approaching expected result is. Thus, the initial input data can be adjusted and f (x) can be used to evaluate the method used to adjust the data for a closer result to the expected object. Test data generator is instructed by the value of f (x) to approach the nal object by a series of adjustments. In PSO, f (x) often works as the tness value to compute the testing case, determining the speed and direction of particles.
Testing case optimization algorithm based on SPSOLS . System model of testing case generation
The core problem of PSO-based testing data generation is ensuring the cooperation of PSO search algorithm and testing process. The system is decomposed into test modules and core algorithm modules, as depicted in gure 1. From the test point of view, it can be divided into the initial preparation of the search algorithm and the interaction part with search algorithm during the execution. The preparation part mainly includes the following work:
(1) Establish tness function of coverage criterion according to the internal structure of program; (2) Perform instrumentation on the program structure elements corresponding to the coverage criterion to acquire coverage information; (3) Extract interface information of program to prepare for the work that describes the input parameter codes for the location vector of the particles. Algorithm module is a key part of the system. It creates an initialized particle swarm according to previous procedures, and instructs the particles to approach the object, nding nal solution or arriving at the expected number of iterations, by repeated evaluation and operation of the particles in the population. The testing running environment provides testing programs that can be called in realtime and instrumented in running phase. It evaluates the status of each particle in population and return a tness value for the core algorithm.
The generation process will observe the following steps:
Step 1: Analyze the source codes of tested program to draw its control owchart.
Step 2: Choose a needed testing path and specify tness function according to the conditions in path. Make instrumentation on source programs.
Step 3: Generate testing case set in the de nition domain of program randomly in demand.
Step 4: Acquire corresponding tness with initial testing case executing instrumented programs and check whether it executes the expected path. If it does, turn to step 6; otherwise, turn to step 5.
Step 5: Run improved PSO algorithm package according to the tness of particle to generate new testing cases, and turn to step 4.
Step 6: End of run, output appropriate testing cases.
.
Self-adaptive adjustment of PSO parameter
Inertia weight factor ω directly in uences the convergence of the algorithm and it is crucial to the performance. The adjustment has been performed in literature [19] , but the diversity of particles is still an important factor. During the search for a solution, the diversity is gradually decreased, which shows homoplasy. It tends to get to the local extremum before the global solution is found. The approach of chasing diversity of particles will cause bad convergence speed. Therefore, this article proposes a selfadaptive scheme, which integrates the tness and aggregation degree of particles to set ω with di erent methods. Then ω can be dynamically adjusted to ensure the global search ability of algorithm without a ecting the convergence speed.
The novel adjusting method is based on fuzzy logic and it can improve the performance of the PSO algorithm, First we set two decision variables of ω, the number of current iteration N t and the average relative speed ∆Vcs(t).
The input variables are t and ∆Vcs(t), and the output variable is ω in the fuzzy structure. During the process of fuzzi cation we choose fuzzy word set (S, M, L): S →small, M →middle, L →large. The diagram of membership is depicted as gure 2.
We establish 9 dynamic fuzzy adjustment rules for ω, as described in table 1. It is obvious to satisfy di erent demand with adaptive mechanism for the inertia weight at di erent search stages. It also means a large inertia expectation will change the value of x at the initial stage to a certain extent, whilst a smaller inertia expectation can be taken as the global optimal solution in certain interval in search. The fuzzy rules are based on the following three facts:
• When the algorithm starts, a bigger inertia weight is adopted to increase the diversity of searching space, causing a strong exploration in population. In addi- tion, the last procedure in inertia weight decreasing can lead to a faster convergence of population to nd a global solution. Thus it has better performance to search the solution in a small region.
• When the particle approaches the object and p id → p gd , the value of [p id − x id (t)] and [p gd − x id (t)] approaches zero. It means that with the decreasing speed, the decreasing speed of small inertia weight will a ect the location of the next particle, so the particle may be converged to a solution up to now. There exists a risk that if a population converges too fast it may not be the global solution for the particle to explore the next attempt. Therefore, larger inertia weight should be chosen to avoid getting into local optimization.
• In PSO, a suitable control of global exploration and local development is to nd the optimal solution effectively. To balance exploration and development we can adjust the value of ω dynamically to adapt the change of ∆Vcs(t) for relative speed V. In other words, we expect to maintain the diversity of population by choosing a larger inertia weight value. Though the average relative speed is small, local optimization can be avoided, while smaller inertia weight value also maintain a better convergence ability to get a smaller ∆Vcs nally. A larger ∆Vcs is suggested to avoid the swarm lies on the boundary of space, with setting of a small ω.
The detailed steps for fuzzy adjustment are:
Step 1: Initialize the particles with asymmetric method. Repeat step 2 to step 6 until the demand is satised.
Step 2: Evaluate the tness of each particle
Step 3: For each particle i and p gd = x id , if f i < f best , ∀i ≤ N 
Step 4: For each particle i and
Step 5: Adjust the value of ω based on the normalization of input variables
Step 6: update the speed and location of each particle according to equations 1 and 2.
. Local search strategy based on improved alternating variable method
The major concept of alternating variable method (AVM) is to adjust each dimension of input variable in turn until the tness cannot be raised any further. Then the value of the next dimensional value will be revised until the tness value of all the variables cannot be improved any more. The adjusting method adopts a hill-climbing algorithm, that is, nding an optimal solution in the neighbour range of the variable. If a new solution is found and it is better than the current solution, alternate current solution and continue to search the neighbour domain of the new solution. Then the search is iterated to nd the optimal solutions so the basis of AVM is a hill-climbing algorithm. The result in literature [20] indicates that for most simple programs AVM is better than GA, but AVM is only suitable for unimodal function. When the test programs are multiple peaks, it will get into local optimization and lose its ability to nd the optimal solution. We propose an improved local search based on AVM to make a more e ective search in optimal peak function with geometric hierarchical progression, which is a variant of binary search. This idea executes pattern search and uses binary search until the object in found. It can be seen that the optimization of any peak function depends on the discovery of the logarithm of the initial time distance, which is called geometric research since the pattern search adopts a number of geometric sequences. The following parts o er the procedure of research process:
Geometrical hierarchical progression di erentiates the same geometry to perform a search as IPS, while it provides two optimal solutions by variant binary search. If we adopt pattern search and the search points x j− , x j , x j+ , Input: The location of x[] of the bet particle Output: The location of x[] of the bet particle in P t 
, it indicates that if f is a unimodal function, the global optimization will be produced in set {x j− , x j , . . . , x j+ }.
. Construction and instrumentation of tness function
The tness function is constructed by the Branch distance method [10] . Branch distance denotes the distance between the input variable and a given Branch predicate, which o ers corresponding methods to compute distance among predicates for di erent relations. Tracey et al [21] improved this algorithm, so we adopt their improved scheme to construct the tness function of each branch in the programs under test. In addition, we introduce parameter weight w to assign di erent weights according to di culty level of branch coverage, which is determined by two factors: boundary condition and branch hierarchy. This is illustrated by the program code "Is Valid Date" [22] described below. Branch 1-3 is more di cult to cover than branch 4-6, in view of the boundary condition; In view of the branch hierarchy, branch 5-6 lies in the third layer and they can be covered only after branch 3 and 4. 
where f (bra i ) is the branch distance function of i th branch; w i is corresponding weight and x i= w i = . The tness value is decided by the number of branch coverage. The tness function increases the di erence between a good candidate solution and a bad one. Therefore, it fastens the convergence speed of search algorithm to a certain extent.
Performance tests . Testing case to generate common triangular paths
In this experiment we choose classic Triangular decision procedures without polymorphic information to test our algorithm with other evolutionary algorithms. The problem is: input three integers as the sides of a triangle. Compare the sides and output the type of triangle, including ordinary triangle, equilateral triangle, isosceles triangle, and non triangle, output by program modules. Since the decision procedure has many judgements and there is no loop structure or polymorphic, we use branch function overlaps to construct the instrument function. First we focus on three indicators of the algorithms, average iteration, coverage rate and time consumption. Table 2 depicts the related test results about three algorithms in triangle generation test. SPSOLS has the minimum iteration and average time consumption of the other algorithms. The iteration number is reduced to 1/10 of standard PSO and 1/6 of GAPSO, while the time cost is about 1/11 of standard PSO and 1/8 of GAPSO. All the algorithms have higher coverage rate and can correctly output the testing paths of testing cases. SPSOLS keeps relative stable coverage rate with the increase of convergence speed. The increase of population size brings few e ects on the algorithm performance. So our scheme shows better comprehensive performance improvement with little cost of price.
. Performance comparisons under standard testing programs
In this experiment we choose 8 programs for testing. 5 of them are of independent patterns and the other 3 are not. The detailed information of these programs is described in table 2. From the experimental results as shown in gure 3 which provides the performance comparison distribution in three indexes, SPSOLS-based testing data generation are superior than the other two algorithms in all programs. Towards the average coverage rage of 8 testing programs, its results are more than 98%, meaning it arrives at complete branch coverage in most tests. For standard PSO and GAPSO, they can achieve part of complete branch coverage. In the programs, the worst coverage of PSO is 88.79% and that of GAPSO is 95.47%.
The convergence speed of SPSOLS is 2 times of PSO and GAPSO. Illustrated by program "Equals", PSO needs 16 generation to get the optimal solution, while GAPSO only needs 5 generation to get convergence. For other programs with simple independent pattern, the average speed of SPSOLS increased by 70 percent or so compared to the other two algorithms.
For the time consumption, GAPSO-based testing case generation has obvious advantage over the other two algorithms. Standard PSO has nearly ten times average time relation between evolutionary generation number and average coverage and the comparison curves are shown in gure 4. As summarized above, SPSOLS always obtain the highest branch coverage rate. For most of the programs, GAPSO has faster increasing speed of coverage rate than standard PSO. For program "line" and "Printcalendar", the convergence speed relation of PSO and GAPSO are contrary. PSO shows frequent uctuation in local range and the coverage rate has a stable increase while GAPSO has local stability. For a few programs the coverage rate shows a little degeneration, that is, the cov- The relation between branch coverage rate and evolution generation erage rate is inversely proportional to the evolutionary generation number. The algorithm proposed in this article has comprehensive performance improvement and it is more stable in the convergence process.
Conclusion
PSO algorithm has de ciency in premature convergence, and the local search accuracy is low. It also brings factors of program structure in testing case generation. Therefore the PSO-based testing case generation technology is discussed intensively in this article. To balance the ability of exploring and self-improvement of algorithms, and to achieve better convergence speed in global search, we provide adaptive particle inertia weight factor adjusting approach, integrated with tness and particle aggregation degree. During evolution, a local searching strategy is performed on the optimal individual of each generation to further improve the e ciency of testing case generation. The simulations indicate that the SPSOLS algorithm proposed in this article shows better testing case generation performance and it achieves coverage rate optimization of tested cases. It also has certain advantages in testing case generation compared to homogeneous algorithm under approximate environment.
